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'Mickey Mouse' Revisted    Zinn> R*e Ramble 
in Political Sphere by Tom Tracy 
For the most of us, J. P. was just another Mickey 
Mouse weekend, but there were a few refreshing 
changes. After the experience of last semester's big 
name concerts, everyone was willing to get some 
lesser known groups to perform. The entertainment 
Friday night consisted of the sound of Daddy War- 
baux and the wit of We The People, mixed with a few 
Walt Disney cartoons. There isn't much to say about 
Dadd> Warbaux; they are a good dance band but not 
tremendous We The People put on their act in two 
segments The first part was a series of short sket- 
ches which were excellent. Each skit combined 
combined some old vaudeville with fresh material 
and topical themes to be very entertaining. The 
second time We The People came on everyone was 
primed for more quick wit, and everyone was 
disappointed. The attempt at improvisations fell flat 
on its face; they really should stick to stand-up 
routines 
The real heroes of the night were 
Goofy, Donald Duck and the rest of 
the gang And I can't forget to 
mention one drunk who threw 
empty bottles at the stage; 
renewing   my    faith   in   Tech 
Winner for Best Design 
Tech The two groups that per- 
formed were not top names, but 
they were good. Most of the people 
in the audience were Tech students 
and their dates, and that's the way 
it should be. After listening to both 
Sigma PI 
DAY played much the same style 
with the nice addition of a female 
vocalist. To compare the two 
groups, I liked BOX SCAGGS 
better, and 1 expect that we will be 
hearing u lot from them on national 
listings shortly. The concert 
Saturday was somewhat 
reminiscent of a dance two years 
ago when we had an unknown 
group called the BROOKLYN 
BRIDGE We all know what 
happened to them, and I suggest 
that you keep you eye on BOX 
SCAGGfl 
On Monday April 19 about 65 
members of the Tech community 
were present at a debate between 
Howard Zinn and Danny Rae. Zinn 
is currently professor of govern- 
ment at Boston University. He was 
previously Director of the Non- 
Western Studies Program at 
Atlanta, Ga. University and 
Chairman of the Department of 
History at Spellman College in 
Atlanta Kae is the current 
chairman of the Massachusetts 
branch of the Young Americans for 
Kreedom. and was recently elected 
to the National Board of directors 
of YAK Kae is currently attending 
law school 
The debate began with Zinn 
defining I radical as being one who 
wishes to get to the root of things. 
He also stated that radicalism has 
little to do with violence, and that 
although there are very few ab- 
solute pacifists, most of them are 
radicals. Zinn then went on to talk 
about the ('alley case. He said 
there was something wrong there 
and that what is to be done with 
(alley is just a superficial 
response to the problem. War, Zinn 
shitcd, is the greatest single evil 
He also questioned what the dif- 
ference was between killing 
women  and  children  or  killing 
Steel Experiment 
Decorates Room 
Phi Kappa Theata and Theata Chi round the bend 
students    to   ruin   any    good 
production. 
Saturday morning, the annual 
chariot race took place This year 
more entries emphasized design 
over speed than had been the case 
in previous years The usual 
casualties included PGD running 
l.CA off the track. Sig Pi won the 
design trophy with a Huey, Dewey 
and Looey band wagon Second 
and third places went to PSK and 
AKP respectively First place in 
the race went to PGD with the Kap 
a close second, and TC in third. 
Saturday night the concert began 
a new trend in social functions at 
BOX SCAGGS and IT'S A 
BEAUTIFUL DAY I have to agree 
the current trend in music is for 
less volume and more versatility 
and talent As Time magazine put 
it a few weeks ago. "After you've 
set your guitar on fire, what do you 
do next, set yourself on fire?" The 
program began with BOX 
SCAGGS. a very talented and 
versatile group Brass sections are 
definitely coming back in to music 
groups As I saw a few traces of 
vaudeville in We The People, 
Friday night, there was a small 
hint of the big bands of the thirties 
in the BOX SCAGGS performance 
Later on,   IT'S A   BEAUTIFUL 
Court Hears 
Drug Case 
A room in Kiley Hall is the 
subject of an experiment being 
conducted by the United States 
Steel Company. WPI has had a 
long association with the company 
and was approached by its 
representatives to be the site of an 
in-the-field experiment testing the 
usefulness of a new steel product. 
Idles 114 was redecorated with a 
new steel paneling over the mid- 
semester break at no cost to Tech 
The walls are two-tone, the lower 
portion resembling wood grain, the 
upper part painted ivory Ex'ra 
material used to make the room 
look presentable include sound- 
proofing, dimmers, ceiling tiles, 
and wall to-wall carpeting Pipes 
were repainted, the transom was 
covered, and a third closet was put 
in Magnets replace tape and nails 
for supporting posters and the like. 
The purpose of the redecorating 
was to observe the wear and tear 
on the steel paneling. U.S. Steel 
was originally looking for a men's 
dormitory room but decided that 
redoing a girl's room would 
provide publicity linking girls and 
engineering. 
Kin is the fourth installation of 
its kind in the nation Other ex- 
perimental areas include motels 
and offices U. S. Steel plans to 
send representatives periodically 
to check the status of the paneling 
The room is a definite im- 
provement over the usual Kiley 
cell as (ar as comfort and sound is 
concerned, but Boynton is not 
making any plans to redo the rest 
ol Id lev 
The Student Body, by a vote of 
275 to 15. last week adopted the 
new Campus Judicial System 
Meanwhile the Faculty Student 
Life Committee continued its 
deliberations concerning the 
proposal in preparation for 
Thursday's Faculty Meeting The 
urgent need for reform was em- 
phasized by the case which ap- 
peared before the Student Court 
last week 
The case involved a freshman 
who. during the week prior to 
spring vacation, was smoking 
marijuana in his room with about 
twenty of his friends The Head R 
A., upon smelling the smoke 
asked the lloor's R A  to break up 
the party and get the names of 
those present The incident was 
reported to Student Affairs Office 
who suggested that the matter be 
taken to the Student Court Acting 
on this advice, the Head R A 
pressed charges against the Irosh 
in whose room the 'party'' oc- 
curred 
The facts of the case were never 
in dispute What was questioned 
was the interpretation of the 
school's present drug policy The 
defense contended that because the 
Student Affairs Office has taken to 
•winking at incidents of 
marijuana usage students have 
been given to understand that 
(cm'ii pg. 2 col. 4 Sew  look in Kile*  III 
other men. "We must obey 
Robert's rules of warfare". He said 
"The war in Vietnam is an orgy of 
violence commanded by the great 
leaders of our country, who are 
doing the killing coolly, wearing 
ties". Zinn went on to say that the 
V. S. was kidnapping in Vietnam, 
by craning half way around the 
world and forcing Vietnamese to 
move into prison camps. But. the 
United States calls it by a different 
label Whether it is pacification, 
relocation, or urban renewal, it is 
still kidnapping. Even selective 
service is mere kidnapping of sons 
Irom their home to go fight 
"Communism". 
Zinn criticized the United States 
for trying to solve problems by 
passing laws. For the Blacks, there 
was a Civil Rights law, for the 
Poor there was a poverty bill. 
These were superficial solutions 
for deep rooted problems. 
Zinn saw a solution to many of 
the world's problems as being a 
need for an international world 
based on socialism, a cooperative 
decentralized system that is based 
on the idea "From each according 
to his ability, to each according to 
his need". He also praised the 
radical approach to change, not on 
the basis of tried and untrue 
methods, but by methods beyond 
normal parliamentary procedure 
and short of violent warfare, such 
as sitting in, taking over buildings, 
etc. He ended his speech by saying 
that the idea expressed in the 
Declaration of Independence of 
"Life, liberty, and the pursuit of 
happiness", should be the greatest 
concern of the government and its 
citizens. 
Danny Rae then got up to say 
thai he believed that he, too, was a 
radical. He would like to see the 
Berlin wall knocked down. He 
would like to see everyone who 
wants to leave the island of Cuba 
lie able to do so. But, he believes 
that alienation is wrong. In the U. 
S , he has the right to freedom of 
speech, and that he could not 
disagree so vehemently in public in 
either Vietnam or Russia. He went 
on that as a radical he would also 
like to change the system, but how 
lar should you change a system 
without destroying if He said he 
believes that our system is 
basically good, that it does not 
merit destruction, as the people 
can function within it for change 
Rae expressed the want for more 
individual freedom He feels that in 
this massive bureaucracy people 
are always telling you what to do. 
Using the situation in South Africa 
where :i million whites were rulling 
(i million blacks, he went on to say 
that the United States implied 
Ireedom ol thought, and that a real 
flexibility exists within this 
system 
He went on to say that some of 
the YAF's proposals were as 
lollows: 
I   Volunteer military. 
2. Optimized system of Social 
Security,  stressing  volunteerism 
:i Maintenance of a two party 
system 
4. Keep ROTC on campus as you 
don't have the right to take it away 
5   Finally, BE NONVIOLENT 
Alter the rebuttals of each 
speaker, a question  and answer 
( on'd. pg H col. I 
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FIRE 
iy Richard Ujo» 
WHY TALK? 
Where and when hard confrontations occur, the 
expectation at this end of the stick is that some how 
negotiations should be our rallying point - or, at any 
rate, that we should at least talk, attempt to settle 
differences, meet the other fellow half way. 
(Dialogue is not seen as a weapon in itself.) And so 
we send off our wise old ambassadors with their 
bright young staff advisors ("Good luck!"), and they 
wing their way to Vienna or Paris or Geneva or our 
Troubled Embassy in East Tang, their to negotiate 
those terms best suited to calm the threatening 
waters of holo caust, or whatever. And they return 
home to ticker-tape love hugs of joy and relief as the 
Boston Globe immortalizes our humanity, praising 
our courage in taking "the first step." The glow is 
intoxicating. Imagine! A Nuclear Test Ban Treaty! 
What a coup for the Kennedy Administration! Not to 
mention the Cuban missle showdown of 1962; and 
then there was the Yalta agreement, the Spirit of 
Camp David, oh, and the Spirit of Glasboro, and on 
and on, each at the time praised as the handiwork of 
expert statesmanship and possibly iindeed, it is 
forever) that first step down that long road to mutual 
trust and friendship. 
After three weeks of discussion, 
the Faculty Committee on Student 
Life has drafted a proposal con- 
cerning the question of dormitory 
arrangements for black students 
which will be presented at the 
Faculty meeting this Thursday. 
The proposal reads as follows: 
"Since the W.P.I. Faculty 
initiated the program of recruit- 
ment of minority students and 
since the W.P.I, administration 
has a commitment to house the 
black students on campus, the 
Faculty strongly urges President 
Hazzard to reserve living areas on 
campus to be used by black 
students, who wish to live together, 
for the academic year 1971-72, and 
that he continue the administrative 
plans to develop a fair procedure 
for groups who wish to compete for 
a suite or group living areas." 
In going against the original 
recommendation of the Student 
Government's Dorm Committee 
which voted against the black floor 
I the student government has since 
voted that blacks be guaranteed 
two separate living areas on 
eampUS), the student life com- 
mittee took several points into 
consideration. 
First, the committee was in- 
lormcd by Dean Kcutlinger that 
the Administration would 
definitely reserve dorm space for 
black students in view of the fact 
that they would most likely have 
great difficulty in finding off- 
campus housing. 
The question which then 
remained was whether or not the 
isolation of the blacks on one floor 
was in the best interests of the 
academic goals of this college. 
Several   arguments  were  heard 
There are many things to feel deeply about these 
days, and indeed some of us do demonstrate a 
militant concern. Tech recently witnessed a 
demonstration against the treatment of Soviet Jews; 
everyone sympathized to some extent, but the 
predominant reaction was, "What does it matter?" 
Some of us hate the war in Vietnam and even use four 
letter purgatives to make the point painfully clear; 
yet the marchers go, many of them, because after all 
their friends are going and, what the hell, it's all to be 
Spree day isn't it? I should say that anti-Vietnam 
anger is misdirected passion, that we must be 
supremely careful when translating morality into 
political terms, but I am made hesitant by T.S. 
Eliot's allusions to Dante. 
Where is the place one can go to observe symbolic 
moral protest in action, a place where outrage is an 
instrument of deliverance and the voices are used in 
defiance? "Beyond this point no one shall go." It 
ought to be our national motto. It is quite possibly a 
prescription for war or violence or strife. But war is 
to be preferred, I am saying, to doctrinaire a 
morality, to the lowest circle of Hell. 
from black students who em- 
phasized that such segregation 
would fulfill both their cultural and 
academic needs. 
The final statement, which was 
passed April 19, is essentially in 
support of the black position. It 
calls for reserving "living areas" 
lor the blacks. This phrase keeps 
intact the idea of group living but 
does not specify the size or location 
of these areas. The blacks could 
end up with a single floor in 
Stoddard-C I which is what they 
have been pushing for), or any 
combination of several locations, 
depending upon the size of next 
year's black enrollment. 
It is also important to note that 
the committee recommends that 
any decision made for next year 
should be binding only for 1971-72 
since the future needs of the 
college cannot be determined at 
this time 
The reference to the possibility 
of groups of students being 
provided unified living space is 
simply an extension of the 
privilege which would be given to 
the blacks Although the present 
lottery system does not provide for 
group arrangements, the Office of 
Student Affairs has, in fact, been 
receiving requests from several 
groups for blocks in the dorms and 
is now looking into the feasibility of 
their requests. 
At this time, the question of the 
black floor is still unsettled. The 
proposal which will be presented to 
the faculty this week is, at best, a 
recommendation. The ad- 
ministration has the final say. 
At the April 26 meeting, the 
Student Life Committee also voted 
to present to the faculty a second 
proposal concerning the new 
Campus Judicial System. 
The student referendum on the 
proposed Constitution of this 
system was passed by a vote of 285 
to 15 on April 20. However, the 
Faculty Committee on Com- 
mittees took exception to the idea 
of a student board of appeals, a 
function previously charged to the 
Student Life Committee under the 
Faculty Constitution. Im- 
plementation of the new system 
would, therefore, necessitate a 
change in the Faculty Constitution. 
Nevertheless, the Student Life 
Committee voted to recommend to 
the faculty that it approve by a 2/3 
majority the proposed Campus 
Judicial System as it now stands. 
A third and final recom- 
mendation will concern the 
question of faculty support for 
black cultural activities. 
The statement which will be 
submitted reads as follows: 
"The faculty encourages the 
members of the W.P.I, black 
community in their attempts to 
develop a comprehensive cultural 
and social life, and it recognizes 
that financial and moral support 
will be necessary." 
Where this financial aid was to 
come from was not specified by the 
faculty member who brought up 
the motion. A motion to insert "Its 
financial and moral support" was 
voted down by the committee 
although the three students present 
voted yes. 
Court continued from Pg. l'( i.ll 2 
"smoking is not considered a serious offense. The prosecution 
stated that marijuana usage has been so blatant and the administration's 
policy so permissive, that the situation had gotten out of hand. For this 
reason, he urged the court to set a precedent of "cracking down" on drug 
abuse. 
In deliberating the case, the court was concerned mainly with the lact 
that so many people had congregated to smoke marijuana. This they 
considered an especially dangerous and irresponsible practice, much 
more serious than merely smoking by oneself. But because there was no 
precedent for the case, and because the defendent could not be convicted 
ex post facto for an action never before considered an offense, the court 
felt compelled to be lenient. 
The decision of the court was: 
1. That a record of the offense be kept in the student's personal file with 
the right of removal upon graduation. 
2. That he be fined $25; such money to be used to start a drug education 
lund. 
3. That the student conduct research into the State and Federal drug 
laws, and into the legal jeopardy he may have placed the Institute, his 
fellow dormitory residents, and himself. With his findings, he is to write a 
paper which he must submit by May 21,1971. 
When the decision was rendered, the defense expressed a desire to 
appeal the case to the Student Life Committee. The defense felt that the 
court was prejudiced and did not observe due process. They felt that the 
defendent's rights had been violated and that the case included many 
irregularities in procedure. There is, however, no precedent for an ap- 
peal except to the Student's Affairs Office. 
Then, the explosion which signals that the road is mined, that the 
enemy is, after all, the enemy, and that once again we have shrewdly 
given up something for nothing. The first Nuclear Test Ban Treaty is 
blown to atoms by a Soviet air burst. It comes out in the newsweeklies 
that, lo, we coerced the Soviets into disarming Cuba by promising 
t "Remember the Bay of Pigs!" "Cuba Libre!") a return to the status 
quo ante, in all of its ugliness. At Yalta that bright young staff advisor 
turns out to be, ho ho, Alger Hiss. 
I think that perhaps some of the over reaction to last week's headlines 
about the adventures of our ping ponging Marco Polos is symptomatic of 
our hunger for that reassuring glow of Understanding, a glow which will 
probably not be sustained by the heavy hypodermic doses of kiss-and- 
make-up editorializing found these days even on the OP-OBIT pages 
Certainly something is not quite meshing correctly when we conclude on 
the basis of our ping pong team's being invited to play Red China's ping 
pong team that it is about time we recognized Red China. Why? In order 
to be able to negotiate on the ambassadorial level for the return of our 
ping pong team in the event the Chinese choose to hold them hostage"' 
It all makes sense only when you make a particular operating 
assumption: that we do not as a nation feel deeply about symbolic moral 
protest, preferring the use of pacifying words, soothing disclaimers, 
moderation in the application of moral standards when those standards 
register our proper response to be outrage, anger, and a stern deter- 
mination. We do not feel deeply, and so we offer up our attempts at 
conciliation toanenemy whodoes feel deeply about his duties to History; 
and so reality notes the ploys, gambits, and strategems, shifts the 
counters on the map board and another small disaster erodes our hopes 
for an impossible friendship, an impossible trust It would seem that, for 
instance, the Soviets would be most distressed if they did not have every 
year or two a treaty or two to break, or an understanding to violate, or an 
agreement to breach: like a marauding Globe Staff columnist looking to 
commit this week's outrage And yet we are not outraged; and we sigh 
after yet another chance to win our enemy's trust... 
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atom 
by Steph.* r««t 
(Trinity Tripod, Trinity College, Hartford) 
Recently the TCC here at Tech issued a statement on drugs 
It seems that the policy outlined is much better than at some other 
colleges in the country. Trinity College in Hartford. Conn  have an- 
nounced a policy wich is rather harsh. 
President Theodore H. Lockwood announced last Friday that students 
charged with or convicted of a drug-related felony wiM be brought before 
a panel of one or more administrators to determine whether thev will be 
suspended from the College. ' 
The announcement, mailed to students Tuesday, also said, "The 
College may find itself obligated to apprise the appropriate public 
agencies when it has knowledge of violations because the possession, use. 
sale, manufacture, prescription or distribution of illegal drugs is an of- 
fense against Connecticut and federal laws." 
The announcement comes in the wake of a Trinity College Council 
recommendation recently made to Lockwood calling for an adjudicative 
panel of students to preside in student felony cases. 
Lockwood said in an interview Wednesday that his decision was partly 
brought on by pressure both from outside and within the College com- 
munity. He added that members of the Board of Trustees were among the 
parties "concerned" about drugs at the College. 
Lockwood said he also felt the College needed a statement on drugs, 
that the absence of such a statement was unfair to students. 
Lockwood said that he has not rejected the TCC amendment to the 
adjudicative system. He said the present policy reflects the fact that the 
administration is legally responsible if the College endangers other 
people by allowing a student charged with or convicted of a felony to stay 
on campus. 
"I don't know whether it is fair to put people in a situation in which they 
recommend something for which they are not liable," he said. The 
hearings called for speed and a knowledge of law, according to Lock- 
wood. 
Lockwood cited two criteria to be considered at hearings regarding 
suspension The first deals with whether or not the student is likely to 
harm others 
Under this criteria a person just smoking marijuana would not be 
suspended, "at least until he is proven guilty," Lockwood said. 
Suspension is more likely if heroin or other dangerous drugs are being 
used or sold, Lockwood said. 
The second criteria asks if the student is able to continue normal 
academic progress. Lockwood said. "If a person is in jail he can't con- 
tinue making normal progress to the degree," Lockwood explained. 
The same two criteria would apply to students who wish to be re- 
admitted, Lockwood said. He added that an administrative-faculty panel 
could make readmission dependent on the meeting of such conditions as 
the student's acceptance of treatment or counseling. 
Lockwood said he hoped to have at least three people on each ad- 
ministrative panel. "I would operate on the basis of the panel's findings, 
but I can't drop my responsibility. I reserve the right to review any panel 
decision if something goes wrong." 
No set of procedures and rights of the defendant m hearings has yet 
been set up, Lockwood said, except for the criteria cited above. He said 
the defendant would be given "ample opportunity to present his own case, 
with any evidence he wishes," and thai he would consider establishing 
formal procedures and rights 
So far three Trinity students have been suspended by the ad- 
ministration because of drug violations. T wo ha ve applied for hearings to 
be re-admitted Lockwood declined to say who ordered the suspensions, 
saying "It was an administrative decision. Relevant officers got together 
and discussed it." 
The reaction of at least three student members of the TCC to Lock- 
wood's announcement was one of disappointment. Andrew Wolf, 73, said, 
"I almost fell off my chair when I heard about President Lockwood's 
policy on the evening news. I am disappointed in this policy and President 
Lockwood's general handling of the TCC in the last five months." 
White House Conference 
on Youth 
by Nick Cortese 
This past week I had the honor of atttndhnj the 
White House Conference on Youth which wan held in 
Estes Park. Colorado. One thousand young people 
and five hundred adults took part in the conference 
The conference was divided into ten task forces, each 
with 150 persons The task forces each dealt with one 
of the following topics: Foreign Relations. En- 
vironment. Race and Minority Group Relations. 
Drugs. Education, Economy and Employment, 
Values. Ethics, and Cultures, Poverty, Legal Rights 
and Justice. The Draft, National Services and 
Alternatives. I was part of the Drug Task Force. 
The Drug Task Force consisted of doctors, 
lawyers, the military, students, federal and state 
officials, and professionals in drug related fields. 
Also present were some ex-addicts. 
It is difficult to specify the specific causes of drug 
abuse It is too simplistic to generalize about the 
causes of drug abuse. Suffice it to say that infinite and 
complex combinations of societal pressures and 
individual susceptibilities lead to drug abuse. Our 
task force drafted many recommendations, which 
are supposed to be carefully considered by THE 
MAN in the White House. I will try to relate some of 
the more important recommendations. 
After careful consideration, we decided that the 
social costs of the present legal framework for 
dealing with marijuana grossly exceed any danger 
resulting from its use. Therefore, we recommended 
that appropriate levels of government should control 
and license sale, distribution, importation, retailing, 
advertising, purity, potency, age of the user, and the 
tax revenues of marijuana with a view to permitting 
Concerning drug production and advertising, we 
recommended that existing regulations governing 
the manufacture, distribution, foreign and domestic 
sale, and advertising of all drug products, including 
tobacco and alcoholic beverages, be rigidly enforced. 
Also, that governing agencies be given the ap- 
propriate legal tools with which to enforce these 
regulations. In conjunction, we strongly urged that 
all drug product advertising be banned from all 
media, wlUa the exception-«1 protessional journals 
As we aM know, the drug problem in the military is 
serious We urged the military to establish M hour hot 
lines and trouble centers staffed by trained peers, 
outside the normal channels of military justice and 
medicine, with strict guarantees of anonymity. These 
facilities would be able to handle the stresses and 
strains normal to all young people, plus the special 
friction indigenous to military environment. We also 
recommend the expansion of mental care clinics on 
both a referral and non-referral basis. 
We enthusiastically recommended that a Council 
for Responsive Action be established to cut across all 
divergent lines and act jointly on a local and national 
level to effectuate and continue programs responsive 
to community needs and deal specifically with all 
underlying social problem. This council would not 
only serve the public as a powerful lobbying body, but 
would also be a means of funneling state and federal 
monies back to deserving programs. 
Concerning the criminal laws, we suggested that 
people possessing drugs not be treated as criminals 
and that those persons previously arrested for drug 
possession have their records expunged. We strongly 
suggested that laws concerning sale should be made 
more harsh and strictly enforced. It was agreed that 
the federal government fund the development 
throughout the country of full range treatment 
centers, and that more vigorous steps be taken to 
clamp down on syndicate and other large scale im- 
porting and distribution operations. 
We urged that the consent laws be amended to 
include minors of 12 years of age and over, either 
living at home or away, allowing them to sign for 
their own medical and psychological care and be 
assured of confidentiality. We encouraged research 
about factors which re-enforce or inhibit drug abuse. 
The objectives of this research should be: societal 
and cultural factors and developing early predictors. 
This task force was without the benefit of having 
representatives from the Black Caucus. To that 
extent, its findings and recommendations are In- 
complete. 
IFC  PRIMER for Tau  Bate 
FRIDAY. APRIL 30 — 8:00 P M 
4 BEERS        —        $1.00 Admission 
Non Fraternity Members — 3 Beers 
GIRLS FREE — 12 Girls' Schooli Invited 
— Featuring — 
LIGHT SHOW 
In ALDEN 
Beer A Apple Wine on Sole 
ALBATROSS 
WATER    BED 
DOOR PRIZE 
"A   Most   Unusual  party" 
"This policy move puts students 
in a foolish light-all the work TCC 
did in forming a drug policy went 
for naught The new policy is the 
antithesis of what we recom- 
mended to President Lockwood. I 
don't know what the TCC's func- 
tion is anymore " 
Tim Wallach. 72, said in a letter 
to the TRIPOD that the new policy 
"is in serious conflict with the 
spirit of collegiality, with the 
purpose of the TCC as a com- 
munity agency in the College's 
decision-making process and with 
the most essential and fun- 
damental tenets of the Trinity 
adjudicative system " 
Wallach also said. "I am 
dismayed that the recent policy on 
drug abuse was implemented in 
disregard of TCC's recom- 
mendations and without its con- 
sultation ." 
TCC Chairman Robert Osher. 
'71. said "I'm disappointed that the 
TCC wasn't informed as to what 
prompted President Lockwood's 
decision. I'm sorry we didn't get 
any feedback from him on our 
recommended policy before he 
made this announcement." 
flark  I'ni versify • Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
JOINT CHEMISTRY COLLOQUIUM 
Worcester.  Massachusetts 
Wednesday. April 28, 1971 
Dr. PrUcllla Hele 
Worcester Foundation for Experimental Biology 
"Mechanism of Action of Amlnoacyl t-RNA 
Synthetases" 
Wednesday. May 5.   1971 
Professor Alan  Davison 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Modern Topics in Organometallic Chemistry" 
C'olloquia are held at 4:IS P.M.. preceded by refreshments. 
108 Jeppson Laboratory. Clark University 
THE SALISBURY POND MEETING 
ORIGINALLY SCHEDULED 
FOR LAST NIGHT WILL BE HELD 
TONIGHT AT 7:00 
IN THE 
RILEY QUIET ROOM 
Who is the hypocrite? 
To the editors: 
On Monday. April 19, the W.P.I, 
community saw a debate between 
Professor Howard Zinn of Boston 
University, and Danny Rae, 
chairman of Massachusetts Young 
Americans for Freedom. Mr. Rae 
believes in private property and 
laissez-faire capitalism, while 
Professor Zinn adheres to the 
doctrine of. "From each according 
to his ability, to each according to 
his need " Professor Zinn further 
stated that until this new "order" 
was implemented each concerned 
person's life should reflect the 
envisioned system For their ef- 
forts last Monday. Professor Zinn 
received $600.00 whereas Mr. Rat- 
received $200 00 Mr Rae, being a 
struggling law student, in all 
probability has a greater need than 
Professor Zinn My question is 
simple    Who is the hypocrite9 
Ha Iph Desmond 
"Keep off the grass" 
To the editors: 
On Monday, April 19. you might 
have noticed I if you were being 
observant) the men from 
Buildings and (.rounds planting 
little "Keep off the Grass" signs in 
front of Alden. Does it strike you as 
ixld that after some hundred-odd 
years of W.P.I."a existence, it 
should suddenly become necessary 
to OHDKK students to show a little 
consideration for the appearance 
of the campus? It's a sad com- 
mentary on all of us that we don't 
have the time or perhaps the 
sensitivity to realize how 
t.i-.iut it Li I this place actually is. 
Have you ever been on a big-city 
campus, where a real, live shrub in 
a cement pot is a rare event? Or 
have you seen schools where, each 
year, yet another area is filled with 
wood chips, or gravel, or asphalt; 
because it was trampled into 
oblivion by people who "didn't 
have time" to take another path9 
We're trying to get AWAY from 
over mechanization,    remember? 
For the next year or two (or 
five? i Tech will be a major part of 
your environment. Yours, and 
other people's too   Think about it. 
Mary Mulvehill < '73) 
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NEW GRAD 
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 
by Tim Murray 
Next fall, a new evening graduate program in 
business will be instituted at W.P.I. This new 
program has been developed over the past year under 
the direction of Dr. Nicholas Onorato, head of the 
Business, Economics, and Government Department, 
Professor Hall of the Mechanical Engineering and 
Management Departments, also head of Evening 
Programs, and Dean Morton of the Physics Depart- 
ment, also head of the Summer School Program. 
This project was undertaken only after con- 
siderable contemplation. It reflects the trend to 
liberalization and realization that hard science's 
applications are often greatly influenced by the social 
sciences. 
The new degree gives a new direction to graduate 
work in business. Officially it will be a Master's 
Degree in Management Science and Technology. The 
impetus i« the new direction is given by the 
requirements and form of the program. 
First of all, to enter, a student must have a degree 
in engineering and science. Then of the thirty credit 
hours of courses required, twenty-one will be in ad- 
vanced subjects of the management sciences, e.g. 
accounting, information systems, financial 
management, organizational behavior, business 
policy and society etc. The other nine will be in 
graduate level courses in engineering or science 
chosen by the student and his advisor. In addition to 
classes, the candidate must take six hours of project 
work. This project must be approved before un- 
dertaken. In this project the candidate will be 
required to integrate and combine management 
science and technology to solve problems. This is the 
main purpose of the program, to produce a scientist 
or engineer who is able to function at a managerial 
level, integrating his dual skills to effect efficient 
Draft Information Column 
solutions to problems, both in his technological field 
area. 
The reasons behind the establishment of this 
program go beyond the natural expansion of a 
department formerly lower on the list of priorities. 
The Institute has always had quality people in the 
humanities department, that is in English and 
History, and the social sciences, economics, business, 
and government. Until now, there has been no outlet 
for these talents. Doctorates in these social sciences 
have been relegated to teaching elementary courses 
in their fields. Boring and frustrating for them, some 
left. Of the eleven people in Dr. Onorato's depart- 
ment, six have doctorates, one is only weeks away 
from his, and the others are candidates. All this talent 
with no outlet such as a grad program provides. 
In Worcester, there is not a single day graduate 
program in business, and but one night one, at Clark. 
When that was established several years ago, Drs. 
Onorato and Morton were interested observers as 
they studied it's viability. When that program passed 
a crisis point and was retained, they decided to at- 
tempt to implement the program that had been 
mulled over for years. When it passed the faculty 
with little opposition, they and Professor Hall began 
to develop the program as described. They developed 
it so as not to compete with Clark's liberal arts 
oriented program and also to fill a need that they 
thought they had discerned in industry. 
Last January their judgment was confirmed, when 
they presented the program to a group of 
representatives of major industries. This group 
received it with great enthusiasm. Their en- 
dorsement affirmed the need discerned. The 
program, from all early indications, will be a success 
as soon as it opens it's first two courses next Sep- 
tember. 
MASTERING THE DRAFT 
Copyright 1971 by John Striker and Andrew Shapiro 
New Court Case Affects Medical Disqualifications 
Intercession In     j 
Jamaica? 1 
by Kathy Zawislak 
With Man's environment becoming increasingly poisonous, Man's 
concern with Nature has increased. Tech has also experienced a renewed 
interest in natural sciences, as expressed by the introduction of such 
courses as oceanography and biology into the curriculum. WPI, however, 
has a course that recently more students have been showing an interest in 
and that has been an integral part of the Civil Engineering Department 
for years-geology. 
CE 341 was originally a required course in the Civil Dept., but it 
eventually became an elective. With the increase of interest in geology by 
students in other departments, the subject may be made an all-college 
course. 
Geology has been the pet of Professor Joseph Sage for years. The 
course was taught last semester on an experimental basis, mainly 
because enrollment was only 13 students. Members of the class chose 
topics they wanted to discuss and from time to time were expected to 
submit essays and evaluations covering concepts they were to have 
grasped. 
This semester the course is more structured because such a casual 
format is not valid for a group of 40 students. "It could be done last 
semester," Prof. Sage explained, "because the group was small and I 
could get to know everyone. This semester it must be more rigorous 
because of the size of the class." 
Exams are standard and a term paper on any subject is required. Labs 
are once a week and deal with topology and mineralogy and the like. 
Students are free to come to lab as they wish and to proceed at their own 
pace, as long as the assigned material is covered, Prof. Sage said. 
The class plans field trips in the spring and early fall to study the 
Connecticut River Valley geology in the Holyoke area and the mines in 
Vermont. Under the WPI Plan, Prof. Sage may take his class to Jamaica 
or Puerto Rico during intercession to setup a field camp. The excursion 
would be interdisciplinary in that the area combines the geology of the 
land and the proximity of the ocean with cultural elements at a relatively 
inexpensive price in a comfortable climate for that time of year. 
Professor Sage has altered the direction of his course over the years. At 
first he offered it as a straight natural science course but with the recent 
renewed interest in Man's place in his environment, however, he has 
come to "orient the course to emphasize the interrelationship of physical 
neology lo Man." truly an example of this increasingly ecology minded 
society. His students agree that his geology class is one of Tech's better 
course offerings. 
About one third of the young men 
examined for military service are 
found to be medically unfit and are 
placed in class I-Y or IV-F. Class 
IV-F is for young men who are 
unfit for military service at any 
time. Young men with less severe 
defects are placed in class I-Y and 
will be available for service should 
Congress declare war or a national 
emergency. 
A local board, with the help of its 
medical advisor, has the authority 
to disqualify registrants with 
obvious defects. However, the vast 
majority of rejections take place at 
the pre induction physical 
examination or the physical in- 
spection ( given on induction day). 
Both of these examinations are 
cursory and defects are often 
overlooked. Consequently, both the 
draft laws and Army regulations 
request examinees to submit 
evidence of disqualifying defects. 
Family doctors often ask if their 
documentation should take any 
special form. The general rule is 
that the doctor should describe the 
defect in language which is as close 
as possible to that used in the of- 
ficial list of disqualifying defects. 
The letter should describe relevant 
medical history and make a 
positive diagnosis. Finally, if 
possible, the doctor should clearly 
state that the vigors of military life 
will endanger the health of the 
registrant. 
One copy of the documentation 
should be retained for the 
registrant's own file and the 
original should be brought to the 
physical examination station. In 
addition, be sure to send a copy of 
the documentation to your local 
board with a letter requesting the 
I-Y or IV-F deferment 
A recent court case emphasizes 
the importance of sending a copy of 
the documentation to the local 
board. A registrant named Ford 
had been found fit at a preinduction 
examination He then sent two 
letters to his board - one from his 
family doctor and the other from a 
psychiatrist. They indicated that 
Ford was "deeply disturbed, with 
neurotic depression and anxiety, 
and was a chronic user of drugs 
I marijuana), that induction might 
have "severely destructive results,' 
and that further psychotherapy 
was being arranged." 
The clerk at the registrant's 
local board merely forwarded the 
letters to the physical examination 
station. The station conducted a 
psychiatric interview and found 
the registrant fit and he was or- 
dered for induction. At no time did 
the registrant's local board con- 
sider the merits of the doctors' 
letters. 
The registrant refused in- 
duction, was convicted, and ap- 
pealed to the Court of Appeals for 
the First Circuit, which has 
jurisdiction over Massachusetts, 
Maine, New Hampshire. Rhode 
Island, and Puerto Rico. The Court 
reversed the registrant's con- 
viction. 
The Court based its decision 
upon a recent decision by the 
Supreme Court, Mulloy v. United 
States. That case held that: 
"Where a registrant makes non- 
frivilous allegations of facts that 
have not been previously con- 
sidered by his board and that, if 
true, would be sufficient under the 
(draft laws) to warrant granting 
the requested classification, the 
board must reopen the registrant's 
classification unless the truth of 
these new allegations is con- 
clusively refuted by other reliable 
information in the registrant's 
file" When a board reopens a 
classification, it must consider the 
new evidence and classify the 
registrant anew. The registrant 
will then be sent a new Notice of 
Classification. He may then 
request a personal appearance and 
;in appeal 
In Ford's case, the allegations in 
the doctors' letters were clearly 
not frivolous The information was 
new to the board There was no 
evidence in the file to refute the 
claim and. under the list of 
disqualifying defects, the letters, if 
ture, would warrant a I-Y or IV-F 
classification       The      Court. 
therefore, found that the board had 
acted illegally when it failed to 
consider the doctors' letters and 
reopen Ford's classification. 
Ford's induction order was, 
therefore, illegal and he could not 
be convicted of refusing to obey an 
illegal order. 
This decision is extraordinary 
because the common practice of 
local boards has been to send 
medical evidence to the examining 
station without evaluating it 
themselves. They may very well 
follow such a procedure in your 
case. Such a practice is, at least in 
the First Circuit, illegal. If your 
hoard follows the practice in your 
case, you should consider con- 
sulting an attorney 
The First Circuit's decision may 
set a guiding precedent that other 
circuit courts will follow Then all 
registrants will have a valuable 
weapon to use against local boards 
which develop their own expedient 
methods of avoiding the law. 
We welcome your questions and 
comments. Please send them to 
"Mastering the Draft," Suite 1202, 





by Ken Larsson 
The evolution of a Biology 
Department at W.P.I, is rapidly 
coming about as shown by the 
offering of a few courses in biology 
next semester. The developers of 
this program have been en- 
couraged by the number of 
students who have recently ex- 
pressed an interest in attending 
medical school after graduation 
from W.P.I. 
Approximately forty students 
have indicated an interest in 
medicine The majority of these 
students are presently in the 
chemistry department with the 
remaining spread evenly 
throughout the rest of the school's 
departments. 
A pre-medical advisory program 
has been set up over the past 
semester. The purpose of the 
program is to give guidance to 
students in their preparation and 
application to medical schools. 
The purpose of a medical students 
undergraduate education is to have 
the student understand the basic 
Jazz Concert 
Avant - Garde9 
A it piece avant-garde jazz band will perform an educational jazz 
concert in the Music Room of Alden on Wednesday night, April 28, at 7:30 
p.m. The program, sponsored by the Social Committee, is part of Prof. 
John Worsley's course in the History of Jazz. All students are welcome. 
The band, brought here by the up-and-coming trombonist Hal Crook 
III, combines elements of rock beats, electronic sounds, advanced jazz 
harmonics, and traditional jazz styles and instrumentations. The 
program will be in two parts: the first section will be conducted like a 
rehearsal so that students can develop understandings of new jazz; 
students will be asked to participate in this part of the program through 
discussion with the musicians and the musicians will explain their styles 
and methods, the second part of the program will consist of a per- 
formance by the band 
The band is composed of young jazz performers, some of whom are 
students at the Berkelee School of Music, Boston, one of the leading jazz 
schools in the country, and musicians who have appeared with major jazz 
bands Hal Crook, a senior at Berkelee, is a protege of the famed jazz 
trumpeter Clark Terry. 
concepts and vocabulary of 
physics, chemistry and biology, as 
well as develop a competence in 
mathematics and the humanities. 
The following is a summary of 
the academic requirements for 
admission into most medical 
schools: biology or zoology, 
organic and inorganic chemistry, 
general physics, with a lesser 
emphasis on calculus English, and 
the social sciences. An un- 
dergraduate degree is usually not 
required, but is often found 
necessary for admission. 
A Medical College Admission 
Test i the SAT's of medical 
schools!, grade transcripts, in- 
terview, and a letter of recom- 
mendation are usually required. At 
W.P.I, the letter of recom- 
mendation is obtained from the 
student's Pre-Medical Advisory 
Committee, made up of the 
student's faculty advisor and two 
other faculty members selected by 
the student. 
The Biological Sciences Council, 
with Dr. Crusberg of the Chem. 
Dept. as chairman, is directing this 
program along with the efforts 
being made in establishing biology 
as a degree department, which will 
probably occur within five years. 
Dr. Crusberg stated that 
medical schools many times prefer 
students with the quantiative 
background of chemistry. The 
offering of the core biology courses 
has equipped W.P.I, to promote a 
pre-medical program. 
The presence of the Univ of 
Mass Medical School in Wor- 
cester, which recently became a 
member of the Consortium, 
probably has stimulated the for- 
mation of this program along with 
the student interest shown. 
The persons involved with this 
new area are looking forward to 
the establishment of a Biology 
Department for which a chairman 
is already being sought. 
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An Evening 
of John Donne 
For his return appearance on 
Tuesday evening, May 4 at WPI's 
Alden Hall, actor Merle Harbach 
presents "An Evening of John 
Donne", a public event to which 
the community is welcome. 
The final program of the WPI 
Spectrum Series, Mr. Harbach has 
designed his presentation around 
the diverse writings of the English 
revolutionary figure who became 
the confidant of kings and a renown 
religious renegade. 
As the founding member of the 
Bishop's Company, a repertory 
group which has played in virtually 
every part of trie country, Merle 
Harbach was frequently required 
to perform not only as a principal 
player with this group, but often as 
the group's director and producer 
as well His theatrical experience 
spanning nearly 20 years has 
therefore been diverse and 
demanding 
The only Worcester resident to 
appear in this year's Spectrum 
series, Mr. Harbach has per- 
formed on a considerable number 
of college campuses across the 
country, and his readings of John 
Donne remain consistently 
"popular" and "relevant". 
Why an evening of John Donne? 
"He lived during one of the 
remarkably turbulent eras during 
a time which bears certain pointed 
similarities to our own", noted Mr. 
Harbach 
"In addition, he set down some of 
the most beautiful and moving 
utterances     in     the     English 
language", 
•Merle Harbach is currently the 
Assistant Curator of Education at 
the Worcester Art Museum. 
Any further inquiries should be 
directed to Wl'I's Department of 
Information. 
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13 RAD       k3 PEAKS 
Perhaps you are wondering what 
it is that is bringing me out of my 
quiet passive shell to write this 
piece for the Tech News. Perhaps 
there are those of you who would 
expect me to take no more of a 
stand on any one issue, than say 
Pres. Hazzard, but let me continue. 
It is my firm conviction that it is 
high time W.P.I, formed a ping 
pong team. (In view oxhrecent U.S. 
China relations, it may already be 
too late.) Rather than take an 
emotional approach, let us examine 
the facts. First let us examine 
China's first strike capability. In 
the event of international friction 
between the Chinese and WPI, it is 
evident that the Chinese, at 
present, hold the ace-in-the-hole. 
However, it has been predicted by 
the internal security force 
(Campus Police) and the help the 
vast research facilities (The 
Computer Center) of WPI, that we 
could establish a deterience to this 
first-strike threat. This, of course, 
would mean a shifting of campus 
priorities; but in light of recent 
shows of strength by the People's 
Republic of China, I don't see how 
it can be avoided. Secondly, let us 
examine this in relation to present 
campus directions. The Team 
could be used to replace the current 
required gym courses. The Team 
could be used to motivate students 
to work together. The Team could 
be used to help generate spirit of 
W.P.I. The Team could be used for 
fund raising purposes (They could 
go on concert tours, much the way 
James Taylor does). It should be 
clear from these examples that the 
Team will fit right into Tech life 
(much the same way everything 
else on this campus does). 
Some people might say that the 
Tech Community isn't ready for a 
ping-pong team. But let us examine 
this inane drivel. The Tech 
Community has, in recent years, 
made great strides forwara. One 
only need look at John Worsley's 
Modern America courses to relive 
this. 
But all in all, the ping pong 
question boils down to two things. 
The first is that we must maintain a 
deterrent to a first strike, and the 
second is the Team would fit right 
in the main line of Tech life, 
regardless of whether or not the 
Community is ready for it or not. 
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WHAT 
W^? 
Wednesday, April 2* 
Tolouse - Lautrec lives on at the Worcester Art Museum until May 23 
Thursday. April 2> 
Clark University Choral Society and Orchestra Concert 8:15 p.m., 
Little Commons, Clark University 
Doctor Strangelove - 7:30 p.m., Alden Memorial 
Friday. April 30 
Spring Festival Weekend, Holy Cross 
IFC Mixer, Alden Memorial 
"Bonnie and Clyde"- Movie, Becket Junior College -8 p.m. $1.50 
"Paint Your Wagon" Holy Cross College, 7:30 p.m. 
Saturday, May I 
George Washington's first day as President, 1789 
TAU BETA PI PICNIC at Northboro 
Tau Bete Dance on football field, 7 p.m. 
MAY DAY PARADE, Red Square, Moscow 
Sunday, May 2 
"Day of Wrath" - movie, Clark University, 8 p.m., Old Library 
"Oedipus Rex" - Play in Alden Memorial, Free, 8 p.m. 
Monday, May 3 
"The Homecoming" by Harold Pinter - Fenwick Theatre, Holy Cross 
College, 8:30 p.m. - through May 9 
Tuesday, May 4 
Spectrum Series: "An Evening of John Donne" by Merle Harbach - 8 
p.m., Alden 
Being 2 hrs. early didn't help much 
F.C.C. To Check "Air 
Wave Pollution" 
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS) - 
In a move that will lend am- 
munition to faculty adviser's at- 
tempts to squelch unorthodox 
programming, the Federal 
Communications Commission 
(FCC) has launched a broad in- 
vestigation into the editorial, 
political and financial operations 
of many campus radio stations. 
"Given recent cases of over- 
zealous federal agencies gathering 
Information on civilian activities, I 
am most unhappy about the 
breadth of this inquiry," warned 
FCC Commissioner Nicholas 
Johnson in his lone dissent. 
The stations involved are 
carrier-current broadcasters, who 
transmit a weak signal through the 
electrical wiring of a building or 
campus, rather than utilizing the 
lower and strong signal approach 
of regular commercial stations! 
The investigation, in the form of 
a questionnaire to all carrier- 
current campus stations, is ap- 
parently a delayed response to the 
Moratorium Radio Network, which 
connected nearly 400 campus 
stations in reporting national news 
about the student strike in May. 
1970 
There have been only 15 com- 
plaints filed against all carrier 
stations in the last three years. 
The April 9 FCC notice also 
released a proposed regulation 
aimed at setting requirements for 
joint hookups among carrier- 
current stations, and for 
agreements between these stations 
and cable TV systems i which also 
carry several radio channels* 
The requirements would be 
similar to those currently in force 
for commercial broadcasters. 
The licensing development 
apparently is in response to 
pressure from commercial 
broadcasters concerned about 
losing advertising revenue to the 
carrier-current stations. 
The Commission, several 
members of which recently 
complained about "regulatory 
overkill" in an inquiry into 
conglomerate ownership patterns 
of commercial radio and 
television, pointed to a recent 
Corporation for Public Broad- 
casting survey of campus radio as 
justification for the proposed 
regulation. 
The survey results showed that 
the average carrier-current 
campus station owns $5,654 worth 
of equipment, has a staff of 46. and 
is commercial with advertising 
income averaging $5,344 annually. 
The proposed rule and in- 
vestigation drew strong dissent 
from Commissioner Johnson, who 
said that "for this nation's seven 
million college students, it will be 
difficult indeed to believe that this 
decision, and the now-notorious 
FCC action outlawing rock music 
tending to glorify the use of...- 
marijuana' and other drugs, 
released less than three weeks ago. 
are not aimed at their ideas, ideals 
and lifestyle," I see CPS '70-J) 
The FCC questionnaire includes 
such inquiries as: "Does your 
system carry any political 
programs or devote time to 
political candidates for public 
office"'' and "Does VOW svstem 
t* 






Student  Omi-rnriii-itt 
Registration - a Big Hassle 
If you saw the lines, or were in 
them, at Alden Tuesday, you're 
acquainted with the chaotic state 
of affairs the registration system 
was in. The order of the day was 
pushing, shoving, squeezing, and 
crushing. Obviously an im- 
provement is needed in the 
procedure. 
Many Tech students developed 
the unique art of cutting lines and 
worming themselves into the front. 
Those who arrived in the morning, 
some as early as 8:30 a.m., were 
pushed to the back of the line by 
what seemed to be an everlasting 
force coming from the outside of 
the line. Those who had originally 
been first ended up being the 100th 
persons to receive their computer 
cards and sheets. It was a perfect 
example of inconsideration of the 
students toward each other. 
Also, the whole situation was a 
perfect representation of the lack 
of organization on the part of the 
administration. In the first place, a 
location should have been chosen 
in which a ganging-up effect would 
not take place. If this was im- 
possible, at least a means of 
control of the lines should have 
been provided, such as; campus 
security,   administration   per- 
Interested  in starting your 
own business this summer 
with a new, nationally- 
known product? 
Write: 
R.A.H. Distributing Co 
Suite 14, 4821 Sahler St. 
Omaha, Nebraska 68104 
or call 
Area Code 402-455 3395 
(no collect colls) 
carry editorials or programs 
relating to controversial issues ef 
public importance?" Several 
additional questions are similar, 
and do not relate to regulations 
proposed at this time. 
Two articles appended to the 
FCC staff report to the Com- 
missioners, revealed by Johnson, 
prompted the content analysis 
questions. One from NEWSWEEK 
discusses the operation of the 
Moratorium network, and the role 
of the originating WNYU station at 
New York University. 
The other article, from 
PARADE magazine's "In- 
telligence Report" of May 31,1970, 
reviews the growth of underground 
radio stations operating on carrier- 
current and concludes, "The 
possibility of misuse for 
propaganda purposes will have to 
be faced by the FCC." 
The report to which the articles 
were appended was compiled by 
the FCC staff sometime during the 
summer of 1970. and. according to 
Johnson, the source of the report 
within the staff is unknown It 
recommended that the Com- 
mission delay taking up the issue 
because it might be charged with 
being ideologically motivated. 
It is unclear what effect any 
FCC ruling could have on carrier- 
current underground and guerilla 
stations, which have appeared in 
increasing numbers in the last two 
years (see CPS 55-11 > It will 
probably be little, as long as they 
are not monitored by FCC agents. 
Some of their activities could be 
declared against FCC rules, and 
the stations closed down if caught. 
sound,  or people who have the 
respect of the students. 
Along with the aggravation of 
waiting in a line which was 
squeezing them to death, some 
students were subjected to the 
frustration of having a class being 
closed before they could be 
registered for it. 
All in all, registration was a 
harrowing experience for most 
students. 





BECKER JUNIOR COLLEGE 
6)  SEVER ST. WORCESTER 
STUDENTS AND FACULTY     ...   DO YOU KNOW 
WHAT THE PLANS ARE FOR YOUR CAMPUS? 
Do you want to say something about them? 
Make your ideas known, attend the planning meeting: 
WEDNESDAY,   APRIL    28 
7:00 P.M. in Morgan Hall Lounge 
YOUR   SUGGESTIONS   AND COMMENTS 
WILL BE CAREFULLY CONSIDERED 
THEY ARE NEEDED 
FREE 
Open Air Concert   < 
Saturday Night, May 1st 
on W.P.I. Football Field starting at 7:30 p.m. 
Three Bands and bring your own .... 
(In rase of rain to be held In Alden Hell) 
SPONSORED BY CLAS8 OF 1914 
Inless a sudden burst of interest appears 
soon, there will be no 
TECH CARNIVAL 
this year. If any crimp of interested people would like 
to prepare ■ skit for the Frosh-Soph trophy competition 
(no competition makes for an easy win-guys), please con- 
tart Boh Williams at 736 9176 or In the W-Box In Boynton- 
A time for presentation will he arranged, and a M-yearoW 
tradition will he salvaged until next fall's genuine Carnival- 
type Tech Carnival. 
Wednesday, April 28, 1971 Tech News Page 7 
TAU BETA PI PICNIC 
SATURDAY, MAY 1 
UMCOLM SaOARE 
12:00    NOON—? 
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Cindermen Crush Colby; 
Extend Record To 6-0 
Coach Norcross's speedsters 
have started what appears to be a 
promising season with three 
victories in triangular meets. The 
eligibility of freshmen in varsity 
competition along with the steady 
improvement of the veterans gives 
the engineers a well-balanced 
team with good depth. Outstanding 
individual achievements have 
already broken several records 
and more seem likely to fall. 
Tech's season opener was with 
Nichols and Bentley at home. Tech 
made easy work of these foes as 
the final score of WPI 97, Nichols 
40, Bentley 5 shows. The day was 
highlighted by Mark Dupuis' 
record breaking throw of 48' 1-1/2" 
along with Tom Bechman's wins in 
the 100 and 220. 
The City Meet last Wednesday 
pitted WPI against Assumption 
and Clark. An excellent all round 
effort with dual wins by Dupuis and 
Andy Murch led Tech to an 
overwhelming victory by the score 
of WPI 121, Assumption 48, Clark 
12. Tech tracksters gathered nine 
individual firsts while sweeping 
the 440 and scoring impressive 
wins in the 440 and mile relays. 
Last Saturday the engineers 
faced highly regarded Colby and 
Norwich at home and again came 
out on top. Dupuis and Murch 
again won two events with a 
particularly fine effort by Andy 
Murch with a 4:21.4 mile, but again 
it was the fine overall effort that 
won the meet. The final score was 
WPI 95-1/2, Colby 65 1/2. Norwich 
20. 
Tech has some rough com- 
petition coming up with home 
meets against Coast Guard the 
28th, Tufts on May 5, and Trinity 
on May 11. WPI has a good team; 
go to the meets and give them 
some support 
FRESHMAN TRACK 
The freshmen have a strong 
team which has been one reason 
for the improvement of the varsity. 
The frosh displayed their strength 
and quickness with a solid 95-35 win 
over Worcester Academy. The 
team was led by Kich Brandoli who 
captured first place in three field 
events including a record breaking 
toss of 195' 10" in the javelin throw. 
Exceptional efforts were also 
made by Ed Wiles, James Weber, 
and Mike Graham. Other 
promising freshmen include Alan 
Hallquist, Bob Ferrari, Tom 
Kieldsen, and Jim Ferraris. 
Crew Team Weathers Way 
Through Rough Waters 
With the coming of spring, the WPI Crew Club has 
begun its season. Due to the late melting of the ice on 
Lake Quinsigimond, the crew team has lost valuable 
practice time. The following people comprise the 
Varsity, Junior Varsity and Freshmen boats 
respectively. Varsity: Kent VanHeukelom. Cox- 
swain, Doug Michel, Ray Skowyra, Bruce Beverly, 
Ed D'Alba, Steve Baum, Todd Benjamin, Greg 
Dickson. Junior Varsity: PhilCiarlo, Coxswain, Don 
Taft, Herb Hedberg, Pete Runyon, Dale Ladysh, 
Steve Dowling, John Gyory, Rich Sliwoski, Tom 
Bileski. Freshmen: Bruce Lackey, Coxswain, 
Charles Dodd, Jerry Buzanoski, Roy Pelletier, Kevin 
Naughton, Bill Stafford, Peter Thatcher, Dean 
Stratouly, Charles Fallon. 
This year's crew schedule proves to be a tough one 
as Tech faces bigger and better opponents than ever. 
The opening race was on April 17 against Trinity 
and Coast Guard. Both of these crews had ap- 
proximately two months of water time as compared 
to two weeks for the Tech rowers. Due to an 
unavoidable inconvenience, Tech's shell did not 
arrive as scheduled. In addition to this, a poor course 
proved to be a great handicap too for Tech as they 
placed third in all three categories. 
On Wednesday, April 21, the Worcester Cham- 
pionships were held featuring crews from Tech, 
Assumption, and Holy Cross. The varsity race 
proved to be the most exciting as Tech trailed Holy 
Cross by a boat length at the 1500 meters mark. With 
only 500 meters to go, Tech stroked out an un- 
believable sprint, catching Holy Cross stroke by 
stroke. It proved to be too little too late as Cross won 
the race by the slim margin of six tenths of a second. 
The most impressive victory of the afternoon was 
that of the Worcester Tech Junior Varsity. They 
swamped both the Holy Cross and Assumption J.V. 
crews by some six boat lengths. Thus, they were 
crowned as Worcester J.V, Crew Champions. 
The Kerr Cup Regatta was held this past weekend 
in Philadelphia. The competing teams included a 
number of crew powerhouses including Trinity 
College, Ithaca College, Temple University, LaSalle 
College, and Drexel University. A quickly improving 
Tech crew was quite evident. The varsity shell 
placed a very respectable third, nipping a fine Ithaca 
team by a scant three tenths of a second. Trinity was 
the victor in the varsity event. Inclement weather 
proved to be a major factor in poor racing times for 
all crews. A devastating performance by the Tech 
Junior Varsity enabled them to capture second place. 
It was a sweet victory for the J.V.'s as they beat the 
Trinity shell by a single second to avenge the loss on 
Lake Quinsigimond. Winning the J.V. event was the 
Temple crew team, as they beat Tech to the finish 
line by ten seconds. A relatively inexperienced placed 
third in a field of four to add to Tech's over-all per- 
formance. 
A note of gratitude is extended to Mr. and Mrs. 
Michel for hosting Tech's crew team during their 
brief stay in Philadelphia. 
With two more races remaining, and an increase in 
water time. Tech's ever-improving crew will surely 
fare well in their upcoming competition. 
Anyone wishing to 
run in Class of '74 
elections must sub- 
mit a petition of 50 
signatures to D 213 
by Friday, 30.  
l-'i'ush Rrandoli Sets Record In Javelin 
3-1 Season Start 
For Baseball Team 
A strong performance on the mound by Jim "Cat" Keefe and at the 
plate by Jimmy Buell gave Tech its second win of the season by beating 
Northeastern last week. Keefe, in his first varsity start, started slow by 
allowing a run in the first but got right to work after that and gave up only 
one run for the next seven innings. 
Keefe was given plenty of help at the plate the whole day. Tech had 
several opportunities in the first three innings but couldn't cash in on 
them. The pay-off came in the fourth with one man on. Buell whacked a 
home run that almost cleared the roof of Harrington to bring home the 
first two runs for the Engineers. With men on second and third in the fifth 
Ed Schrull singled behind the runners to bring them both across the plate. 
Buell also batted in a run that inning and one more in the seventh to give 
In in a :i for 4 day with 4 KBI's. 
Northeastern attempted a late inning rally but fell short with Dan Eide 
coming in with relief. The final score was 6-5 with Keefe getting the win. 
Bill Beloff went 12 innings Saturday against Coast Guard for the win in 
the first game of a twin bill in New London. Bill Cormier singled acroM 
the go-ahead run in the top of the twelfth and the final was 8-5. In the 
second game Tech lost 4-3 as the game was called in the fifth due to 
darkness as soon as the winning Coast Guard run had come across. A 
disappointing loss, indeed. 
The Engineers are now 3-1 on the year and are a strong team for the 
rest of their opposition to face. With continuing performances by the 
arms of Beloff and Keefe along with the bats of Buell, Bubba, Sund, and 
Sankey, McNulty s men look forward to an excellent season. 
/inn. - Kae cont. from PR. I, col. 4 
session went on for over an hour 
During this period. Zinn's ex- 
perience made him a shining star 
Although Rae carried himself well 
as a debator. he seemed to miss 
many of the central points of the 
questions posed to him. leaving 
many of the people present quite 
dissatisfied. The entire program, 
however, was very effective and 




Wed. l/a/71   Varsity Baseball W.P.I, vs Tufts3:00P.M Home 
Varsity Track W.P.I, vs Coast Guard3:30 P.M. Home 
Thurs. I/Jt/Tl - Freshmen Golf W.P.I, vs Holy Cross and U   Mass 1: 00 
PM   Away 
Freshmen Tennis W.P.I, vs Worcester Junior 2:00 P.M. Home 
Friday l/M/71 Varsity Golf W.P.I, vs Clark. Tufts at Tufts 1: 00 P.M. 
Saturday :./i/:i    Varsity Baseball W.P.I, vs Brandeis Awav 10:30 A M 
Varsity Track W.P.I, vs MIT & Amherst Away 1: OOP .If. 
Varsity Tennis W.P.I, vs Coast Guard2: 00P.M. Home 
Crew Rusty Callow Regatta Lake Quinsigamond. 
Monday S/3/71 • W.P.I, V»U Mass ■ M.I T Home2: 00 P.M. 
.1 V Tennis W.P.I, vs Worcester Academy Away 3: 00 P.M. 
Jim Keefe winning pitcher against Northeastern 
IS   I H Kit K ANVTING LEFT TO ORGANIZED RELIGION? 
Questions RABBI IRA YOUDOVIN. Hear him discuss thl« 
•statement?. Wednesday 4/28/71 at 7:00 P.M. Collegia*" 
It.liulous Center, 19 Schussler Rd. Sponsored by the WPI 
Hind. 
FRIDAY  NIGHT  SERVICES 
will be held on 4/28/71 at 7:00 P.M. at the Collegiate B<'H- 
gious Center, 19 Schussler Rd. There will be an OnrC 
Shahhat afterwards.  Sponsored by the WPI Hlllel. 
